SOLUTIONS FOR

Municipalities
MOVE FORWARD

Solutions for Municipalities
Parking may not be the core mission of a municipality, but it is an important piece
of the puzzle in keeping a town or city running smoothly. Parking is often the first
step of a journey for workers, residents, and visitors, and it is critical to ensure that
these people start their journey off on the right foot.
In addition, leveraging those parking spaces for other uses – such as deliveries,
ridesharing, and micromobility – is critical to managing a municipality’s resources.
Determining how to manage the curb equitably and generate revenue from its use
will only become more important with time.
At T2, our mission is to streamline the parking, mobility, and transportation
experience with technology solutions that help organizations manage resources,
achieve goals, and empower consumers with choices.

TAKE TOTAL CONTROL OF
YOUR OPERATION
T2’s industry-leading software and hardware solutions
provide all the tools and technology you need to manage
parking and mobility in your city. Improve your bottom line
by increasing turnover and maximizing curb space. Put your
users first by offering a wide array of payment options –
including our first-of-its-kind, browser-based mobile payment
solution – and industry-leading credit card data security.

“The depth of the data analysis reduces the
amount of manual work required, allowing us to
operate much more efficiently. In addition, we
now have insight into data that has allowed us to
respond to our customers’ needs in ways we
never could before.”

Parking Manager
City of Glendale, CA
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Solutions for Municipalities
BENEFITS
Generate More Revenue

Enforcement Made Easy

Make parking more convenient for your patrons while generating
revenue for your operation with little overhead. With highly
configurable pricing and payment options, easy and efficient
enforcement, and legendary quality, T2’s comprehensive suite of
solutions help you improve your bottom line.

Our breath of enforcement options can be tailored to fit your specific
needs, ensuring you have everything you need to improve your
operation from the ground up. Utilizing the latest software and mobile
technology, your enforcement officers will have real time information
in their hands while all your data is centralized on the back end.

“We’re now able to improve our system, revenues,
and efficiency in a way we never could before.”

Optimize Your Operation

Parking Services Director
City of Missoula, MT

By combining all areas of your operation – payments, permits,
enforcement, collections, operations – into a single parking and
curbside management solution, your managers and field staff have
exactly the information they need when they need it, increasing your
efficiency and productivity.
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Solutions for Municipalities
WHAT WE OFFER

TURNKEY ENFORCEMENT
WITH LPR OPTIONS

TOUCHLESS PAYMENT
OPTIONS

DURABLE, EASY-T0-USE
PAY STATIONS

We know that enforcement has to be in
real-time and information is critical to all
enforcement processes. Our intelligent and
intuitive system for issuing, tracking, and
improving the efficiency of ticket issuance
ensures that your department will always
know where your revenue and compliance
generating programs stand.

Consumers want payment options, and in
today’s marketplace contactless is front of
mind, because it is fast, convenient, and helps
create peace of mind.

With nearly 18,000 units in the ground
from Alaska to Florida, California to Maine,
and virtually everywhere in between, T2 is
one of North America’s largest and leading
manufacturers of pay stations.

Plus, with options for mobile, fixed, or
automatic license plate recognition, you can
increase your enforcement efficiency by 10to 20-fold.

T2 delivers a variety of touchless payment
options that help you operate efficiently,
maintain high safety standards, and protect
payment data. Plus, we offer a unified
rate and rule engine for all your payment
channels, including third-party providers.

Our pay stations are known for legendary
quality, attentive service, easy maintenance,
and interoperability with over 50 third-party
systems and other T2 solutions.
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Solutions for Municipalities
WHAT WE OFFER

ROBUST PERMIT
MANAGEMENT

DATA-DRIVEN PARKING
SOFTWARE

Take complete control over who is parking in
your facilities and when and where they can
park with T2’s powerful permit management
capabilities.

T2’s software solutions empower parking
managers and field staff to make informed
decisions that increase efficiencies, productivity, and the bottom line by delivering
insight through interactive metrics, data
visualization, and automated reporting.

Manage and sell a wide variety of
permit types – residential, temporary,
contractor, motorcycle, and more – all
while communicating with your handheld
enforcement devices in real time.

With a wealth of real-time data, our
solutions meet the needs of all users in
your organization, from simple reporting to
advanced analytics.

IN-HOUSE COLLECTIONS
T2 offers a full-service, certified collection
administration solution that allows your
operation to increase revenue and create
operational efficiency.
By deploying our tested and trusted
processes, you and your team can focus on
other areas of your operation, knowing that
your outstanding citations are being taken
care of by the best in the industry.
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The T2 Difference
WELCOME TO THE FAMILY
Parking, mobility, and transportation are about people. People getting
from point A to point B; products being transported by people; services
being delivered by people. So for T2, selling you a solution is just the
beginning of a long-term relationship with you at the heart of our family.

Customer
Community

Account
Management

The T2 Customer
Community is a source
for collaboration to help
define and develop next
generation functionality
across our solution
portfolio and share peerto-peer best practices.

When you join T2, you
receive a dedicated
contact who will be
available to help you find
the best solutions for your
operation and assist with
all your T2 needs.

What starts with a sale often grows from a business relationship into a
trusted network of friends and family. Working together, we help each
other solve problems and capitalize on opportunities. That’s the T2
Community.

Support
The T2 Support team
provides you with 24/7/365
access to our hardworking
team of T2 experts, who
will work with you and
follow up with you until
we get a satisfactory
resolution to your issue.

Training &
Education
From free, online tutorials
and documentation to
paid hands-on training
both online and in-person,
T2 is here to help you
better understand your
solutions and improve your
operation.

MUNICIPALITIES EXPERIENCING THE T2 DIFFERENCE
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About T2
T2 SYSTEMS WAS FOUNDED IN
1994 WITH ONE SIMPLE GOAL:
MAKE PARKING BETTER.
We immediately established a leadership position in the parking industry and continue to pave
the way in new technologies that help you seamlessly manage parking, mobility, and
transportation services.
Today, we provide the most comprehensive solutions available to process transactions and
leverage data to make informed decisions. Our unified parking management platform puts all the
tools you need to be efficient and effective at your fingertips, with one place to manage your T2
solutions, including Permits, Enforcement, PARCS, Pay Stations, and more.
With a strong track record of delivering projects that generate real return for our customers,
and by delivering a quality experience for parking patrons, T2 continues to focus on helping our
customers move their operations forward.

ST REN GT H I N
N U MB ER S

27+

Years of Experience

300+

Employees

1,600+
Customers

$2B+

Customer Revenue
Processed Annually

7,500+

Customer Community
Members
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Indianapolis Office (Headquarters)
8900 Keystone Crossing, Suite 700
Indianapolis, IN 46240
317.524.5500

Burnaby Office
4321 Still Creek Drive, Suite 330
Burnaby, BC V5C6S7
778.375.6000
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